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Countries maintaining COVID-19 suppression while awaiting a vaccine must face the 

realities of vaccine development. 

Australia’s public health response to COVID-19 (“aggressive suppression”) ultimately 

requires the development of an effective vaccine. Demonstration of vaccine efficacy requires 

trial participants (and members of their surrounding community) to acquire infection, in 

numbers currently deemed unacceptable in Australia. Trials being conducted in countries with 

intense transmission are subject to unstable event rates as the local epidemic evolves, adding 

uncertainty for countries dependent on infections occurring elsewhere. In order to minimise 

these risks, and to avoid charges of exploitation, we must consider what we are prepared to 

contribute to the search for an effective vaccine. 
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Introduction 

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Australia has pursued a strategy of “aggressive 

suppression,”(1) or the attempt to maintain the number of incident infections as low as possible 

through diagnostic testing, contact tracing, quarantine, and societal shutdowns. This choice places 

us among a small group of wealthy island communities (notably, New Zealand, Hong Kong, 

Singapore, and Taiwan) attempting to avoid the consequences of the large waves of infection 

seen in other parts of the world. As a strategy, epidemic suppression is not itself a complete 

solution to COVID-19, but instead an epidemiological gambit, employed while waiting for the 

development of a safe and effective vaccine.(2) 

At the time of writing (August 2020), none of the more than 100 SARS-CoV-2 vaccines under 

development(3) have demonstrated efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 infection in humans. Seven 

registered phase III field trials of four candidate vaccines are currently recruiting participants in 

the USA, UK, Brazil, Indonesia, Bahrain, the UAE, and South Africa.(4) The only mechanism by 

which these trials can demonstrate the efficacy of a vaccine in the prevention or modification of 

COVID-19 is through the infection of trial participants and members of their surrounding 

communities. Wealthy countries successfully suppressing COVID-19 are therefore reliant on 

infections and morbidity occurring elsewhere to deliver an effective vaccine. The risks and 

obligations of this strategy must be carefully considered. 

Where and when can vaccine trials be conducted for epidemic diseases? 

Unlike trials of therapies for non-communicable disease or vaccines against endemic diseases, the 

event rate (here the incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection) in trials conducted during epidemics is 

unstable, subject to public health policy, and difficult to predict. Figure 1 provides an illustration 

of the consequences of various public health strategies and the timing of trial commencement 

relative to the time of peak epidemic transmission. In brief, vaccine trials only accrue events 

during periods of active transmission, which can be slowed or stopped by either transmission 

control measures or the depletion of susceptible members of the population. Aggressive epidemic 

suppression may render local vaccine efficacy trials infeasible due to low average daily 

incidence. In contrast, rapid epidemics offer the opportunity for rapid demonstration of vaccine 

efficacy but delays to trial commencement can result in trial failure due to declining incidence of 

infection. Large numbers of infections in the community also erode any benefit of post-trial 

vaccination to the host population. 

How many people must be infected for a vaccine trial? 

Due to the large effect sizes seen in vaccine trials, the required number of infections occurring 

among trial participants for the demonstration of efficacy is relatively small. Larger trials require 

lower incidence of infection. However, where a vaccine trial enrols a random sample of an 

epidemiologically contiguous population, the incidence of infection in the general population will 

match the required incidence among the trial participants (Appendix 1). Figure 1 presents the 

minimum number of infections required in a population the size of the Australian state of 

Victoria(5) to achieve 90% statistical power with an alpha error of 5% and a minimum desirable 

vaccine efficacy of 30%.(6) Curves in the Figure 2 present estimates relating to the vaccine 

efficacy of three established vaccines(7, 8) and also the World Health Organization minimum 

standard for a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.(9)  
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Demonstration of the efficacy of an inactivated or component SARS-CoV-2 vaccine in a 

Victorian-sized population is likely to require at least as many infections during the trial period as 

have occurred to date in Victoria (18,822 at the time of writing(10)), unless the trial were 

substantially larger than any currently recruiting. Moreover, trials conducted in larger 

communities would be accompanied by a correspondingly larger number of infections because 

the number of population infections is a function of the proportional incidence in the trial. 

These estimates represent the minimum number of infections, as incomplete event ascertainment 

(i.e. insensitive or missed diagnostic testing of trial participants), losses to follow-up, and delays 

to data availability or analysis (during which infections continue to accumulate) will all serve to 

increase the number of infections occurring in the population prior to the completion of the trial. 

These inefficiencies result in a much larger number of these infections occurring prior to trial 

reporting in settings with rapid disease transmission or large numbers of infectious individuals 

due to the momentum of the epidemic. The restriction of trial enrolment to healthcare workers or 

other groups whose incidence of infection exceeds the population incidence may serve to reduce 

the required contemporaneous population infections but would require recruiting thousands of 

participants within these groups. Moreover, as healthcare settings become better equipped and 

organised to minimise transmission, vaccine efficacy trials with healthcare workers become less 

feasible. Trials conducted in quarantined subpopulations with more rapid epidemic growth (such 

as workers dormitories in Singapore) might be considered ethically problematic – although such 

strategies are analogous to the general reliance of low-incidence populations on vaccines 

developed in high-incidence populations. 

Relying on other populations for vaccine development 

A public health strategy that aims to prevent local infections while waiting for an efficacious 

vaccine is inescapably reliant on infectious morbidity and mortality occurring in other 

populations. From a narrow perspective, this strategy could be seen as ideal, in that it minimises 

the local consequence of disease prior to a vaccine becoming available. However, this isolationist 

strategy also involves risks: trial failures may lead to long vaccine development delays (and 

extension of suppressive measures and border closures), vaccine manufacturers may prioritise 

distribution to countries involved in trials, and the global public may object to the perceived 

exploitation of already-burdened populations by isolationist hold-outs.  

For obvious reasons, all registered phase III vaccine trials actively recruiting at the time of 

writing are being conducted in countries with substantial ongoing disease transmission.(11) If 

experimental vaccines prove efficacious, participation in these trials may be beneficial to at least 

some trial participants. Even so, the conduct of trials in these locations can be seen as exploitative 

on a global level, as the burdens of research are confined to populations hosting the trials yet the 

benefits of an effective vaccine will largely flow elsewhere (particularly to countries successfully 

maintaining suppression, like Australia). Moreover, where higher levels of herd immunity are 

reached in countries after large epidemics during which trials are conducted, little to no post-trial 

benefit from host community vaccination will remain.(12)  

Finally, should the first round of overseas vaccine trials fail (due to lack of efficacy, safety 

concerns, or insufficient infections in trial participants) while the COVID-19 pandemic continues 

to evolve, Australia risks being left marooned with a highly-susceptible population behind closed 

borders. In the worst-case scenario, a rapid decline in infection rates elsewhere might leave few 
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locations able to successfully conduct vaccine efficacy trials (as was seen with Zika vaccine trials 

late in the 2015-2016 epidemic),(13) and be associated with declining global motivation to make 

the attempt. In such a situation, Australia would have little choice but to swallow the sunk 

economic and social costs of a suppression strategy and accept the consequences of local vaccine 

efficacy testing. 

An important alternative strategy is the use of human challenge studies, in which volunteers 

would be infected with SARS-CoV-2 after being given experimental vaccines(14). These studies 

remain controversial and Australia has not yet developed facilities with relevant experience in 

respiratory viral challenge. Controlled infection of quarantined participants means that challenge 

studies can be conducted during tight suppression without causing infections in the surrounding 

community, and can be conducted with a small number of participants (e.g. 76 total participants 

for a vaccine with 69% vaccine efficacy assuming 90% successful inoculation). As demonstrating 

vaccine efficacy requires someone to be infected somewhere, it is arguable that challenge studies 

should not be viewed as an option of last resort, but instead as an option available to nations with 

candidate vaccines but few active infections. 

Conclusions 

Demonstrating efficacy of a COVID-19 vaccine requires trial participants and members of their 

surrounding community to acquire infection in numbers currently deemed unacceptable in 

countries opting for epidemic suppression. Unless a change in strategy occurs, these countries 

will remain dependent on trials being performed in other populations whose potential benefit 

from vaccination is progressively diminishing. The unpredictability of trial outcomes and the 

progress of the pandemic elsewhere means that this strategy is not only potentially exploitative, 

but also uncertain.  

Island nations relying on other communities to resolve this emergent occasion should 

acknowledge that every COVID-19 death diminishes us, and reflect on the obligations owed to, 

and not just by,(15) populations in which vaccine trials are being conducted. Recent additional 

contributions to the Centre for Epidemic Preparedness Initiative(16) are a welcome start, but we 

must also consider how we can support communities hosting vaccine efficacy trials, and what we 

are prepared to contribute to the search for an effective vaccine.  
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Appendix  

 

Appendix 1. Relationship between statistical power, trial group size and vaccine efficacy. 

 

Where:  is the cumulative distribution function of a standardised normal deviate 

  is the one-tailed type 1 error rate 

 β is the type 2 error rate 

  is the probability of infection in the trial population 

 is the relative risk reduction of infection from vaccination (vaccine efficacy) 

 is the complement of the minimum desirable vaccine efficacy 

 is the complement of the true candidate vaccine efficacy 
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Figure 1. The consequence of the incidence of infection during an epidemic on the duration of 

vaccine efficacy trials. Equal shaded areas represent the number of population infections 

required for the demonstration of vaccine efficacy for trials commencing during suppression, 

prior to peak transmission, and after peak transmission. 

 



 

 

Figure 2. Infectious cost of COVID-19 vaccine trials 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


